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ABSTRACT

The purposes of this study were to develop a set of behavioral
objectives to be used in the teaching of music to primary grade
children, to have these objectives evaluated by a panel of music
educators considered as authorities in the field of elementary
education, and to tabulate their conclusions as (1) worthwhile,
(2) of some worth, (3) of no worth.
The study was limited to the primary grades (kindergarten,
first and second grades), also to be considered as first, second and
third levels of musical instruction.

The musical activities were

limited to singing, moving and listening, playing, creating, and
reading.

The intrinsic values were limited to mood, tone, melody,

rhythm, form, and harmony.

The behavioral objectives listed were

limited to one overall objective to be achieved upon completion of
the third level of instruction and one for each of the intrinsic
values listed under the activities for each of the before-mentioned
grades for a total of five overall objectives and 128 specific
objectives for the combined three years.
The behavioral objectives were sent to the panel of music
educators with the result that each objective was of worth.

Several

panel members suggested some areas where they could be simplified
for the grade level expectation.

These are so noted on the table

of panel reaction listed in the dissertation.
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The following conclusions were reached:
Behavioral objectives can be written for the teaching of
music to primary grade children.
Behavioral objectives allow for individual growth and can
be measured by both the child and the teacher as to the
achievement desired.
Some behavioral objectives can be used for group growth as
well as individual growth and can also be measured by the
child and the teacher.
The intrinsic values of music can be written in behavioral
objective form which will allow for objective, observed
behavior.
It would be of worth to run a trial study using both
behavioral objectives and other methods of teaching to see which
would result in the most effective musical learning process.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION
If music is to become an integral part in the lives of children,
music should be used as a part of their daily life in the primary grades.
In order for music to be a complete experience, a curriculum guide
should be so planned as to be sequential.

According to Aronoff

(1969:4-5):
In order to implement a comprehensive program of music . . .
the teacher needs more than directions of what to do and
how to do it. He must understand the dual nature of music
and its use as a means of Intellectual and emotional
development in the total curriculum.
If he realizes how
the child learns through action and through the organi
zation of his perceptions, the teacher can more easily
plan experiences in body movement and listening through which
the basic structure of music is accessible to the young child.
The objectives of the musical experiences of the classroom should
be clearly stated and understood by the teacher in terms of behavioral
expectations for the children.

Therefore, it should be possible for

the classroom teacher to do the following for the children in his
classroom:
Guide the musical growth
Evaluate the musical growth of each child
Use a definite evaluative criteria
Provide individualized instruction.
The development of a music program should be based upon the
intrinsic values of music as stated by the Music Educators National
Conference and outlined by Hermann (1965:17) as:
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Hood
Tone
Melody
Rhythm
Form
Harmony
It is likewise true that the six musical activities as outlined by
the Music Educators National Conference be so planned.

These

musical activities are:
Singing
Moving
Listening
Playing
Creating
Reading
Authors of articles in The Music Educators Journal, Aronoff,
(1974:18-25), Kemper (1973:68-70), Larson (1973:40-44), Neaderhiser
(1974:42-45), Obrien (1974:38-42) and Poolos (1973:70), and the
Journal of Research in Music Education, Fouts (1973:469-73), and
Piper (1973: 145-53) have indicated that primary classroom teachers
are often willing to teach music but are not always sure of a
definite curriculum guide that will allow children to grow in
musical skills and knowledge.

Teachers are often unable to plan

a sequential curriculum guide in music that will provide children
an opportunity to grow in musical awareness through the use of the
six intrinsic values of music while engaged in the six musical
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activities.

Since the only known sets o£ behavioral objectives

written are still in the experimental stage, there is a definite
need for a set of behavioral objectives that would provide guidance
for the teaching of the six Intrinsic values of music through these
objectives.

The need to help teachers define their instructional

objectives was clearly stated by Gronlund (1971:ill) as:
Some had a tendency to state their objectives in such
broad general terms that the expected learning outcomes
were vague and ambiguous.
Some stated their objectives
in such specific terms that they ended up with long, un
manageable lists of tasks to be performed by the students,
rather than goals for them to work toward. These tasks,
because of their specific nature, stressed only the
lowest levels of knowledge and skill to the neglect of
understanding, interpretation, application, and other
complex learning outcomes. What was needed was an
approach that would avoid both extremes, one that would
Include statements of objectives that were general enough
to provide direction, without overly limiting the
instructional process, and specific enough to be clearly
defined by the behavior that students were to exhibit
when they had achieved the objectives.
The six intrinsic values of music and the six activities of
music had been established by teachers of music and by the offices
of the Music educators National Conference through many years of
experimentation and research.

Research reports in Journal of

Research in Music Education have indicated that the values of musical
training can be divided into two categories, intrinsic and extrinsic.
It is assumed that primary classroom teachers would follow a
sequential curriculum guide with given objectives and definite
behavioral expectations.
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Statement of the Problem
What behavioral objectives can be written for the teaching of
cognitive, affective, and psycho-motor skills that will assist
teachers of the primary grades to teach the Intrinsic values of
music through definite musical activities that are sequential in
nature and provide for continued desirable change in musical behavior?

Delimitations of this Study
This study is limited to the primary grades (kindergarten,
first, and second grades), also to be considered as first, second,
and third levels of musical instruction.

Musical activities are

limited to singing, moving and listening, playing, creating, and
reading.

The intrinsic values are limited to mood, tone, melody,

rhythm, form, and harmony.

Behavioral objectives listed in this

research are limited to one overall objective to be achieved upon
completion of the third level of instruction and one for each of the
intrinsic values listed under the activities for each of the grades
kindergarten, first, and second for a total of five overall objectives
and 128 specific objectives for the combined three years.

Definition of Terms
The following are definitions of terms to be used in this
study:
Behavioral objective: An observable criterion of performance
which states the conditions under which it is to be achieved and
the minimum level to be accepted.
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Intrinsic values; Those values that are a part of and contained
within the music.
Mood: The feeling created within a person while he or she
is experiencing a musical activity.
Tone: Produced by a regularity of vibrations which result
in a definite pitch.

Basic characteristics are:

Pitch: Highness or lowness of a tone
Duration: Length of a tone (long or short)
Intensity: Volume of a tone (loud or soft)
Quality: Color or timbre of a tone
Melody: A rhythmically organized succession of single tones.
Rhythm: The arrangement of grouping of tones into measured
intervals of time.
Form: The design or the structure of a musical composition.
Harmony:

Produced when two or more tones are sounded

together.
Extrinsic values: Those values that are not a part of nor
contained within the music.
Text:

The words to be sung to a musical composition.

Musical activity: Those activities of music which are parti
cipated in by children.

They are:

Singing: Using the human voice to produce tone either
either as an individual or as a part of a group.
Moving: The use of all or part of the body (standing
still or moving about the room) in rhythmic response to musical
tones.
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Listening: An awareness to musical tones (sound) while
singing, moving to music, playing an Instrument as activities
of self, or the observation of music as produced by others
either In live performance or by recorded devices.
Playing: The use of musical instruments while engaged in
other musical activities.
Creating: Imaginative response through a self-expressive
activity.
Reading:

The following of written symbols which either

suggest or are actual musical notation by singing, moving,
playing, or creating.
Level: A measure of educational maturity stated in terms of
the achievement (e.g., level one, level two, and level three), by
an Individual pupil or a group of pupils at a given time.
Primary Grades: To be considered as kindergarten, first, and
second grades.

Sources of Data
The behavioral objectives were written and drawn from the
collected data of the sources listed in the selected bibliography
which outline the activities and goals of daily classroom instruction.

Importance of this Study
Music has often been taught in the public schools without a
continuum of basic skills through the first experiences to the
final classroom experiences from day to day as well as from year to
year.

In order to allow for some assurance of a successful musical
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experience for children, it is necessary that the program be so
designed as to provide for a continuum of basic skills within a
pre-planned structure.

With the use of behavioral objectives, it

is possible to provide for continuing musical experiences that build
on previous musical experiences as well as a structured plan for
continued growth.

Using these kinds of guides, the classroom teacher

should be able to feel some security in the daily classroom musical
activity.
Another factor which contributes to the importance of this
study is the current assessment and accountability program that
have become an outgrowth of the national concern toward the education
of today'8 youth.

Musical education can provide enrichment of one's

life as well as an awareness of one's cultural heritage.

As stated

by Smith (1970:4-5), "The child's aesthetic capacities and needs are
often neglected in his general education."

"Music with its rich

aesthetic component, provides inexhaustible opportunities for
aesthetic growth."

"The child's physical capacities will also

enable him to develop basic musical skills."

"The child's

emotional capacities and needs can be developed and fulfilled through
music."

"Some aspects of music will help develop the child's

intellectual capacities at any level of his musical growth."

Such

awareness can often result in a change of behavior and the measure
of the effect of music upon children can only be done through an
observable change in this behavior.

Behavioral objectives
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are of value In music because the utilization necessitates the following
criteria as stated by Mager (1962:1-53):
Objectives
Objectives
Objectives
Objectives

must
must
must
must

state observable behavior
state conditions under which It Is to be observed
state minimum level to be achieved
be measurable.

Design of This Study
Authorities for many years have agreed that the best way to
teach music to children Is to develop a sequential order to
musical skills that can be mastered by the children moving from basic
simple skills to those of a more complex nature.

According to

Cheyette and Cheyette (1969:4),
. . . the teacher should gradually Introduce music
symbolism Into various musical activities: singing,
eurythmics, dance, and drama, and above all, that most
difficult of activities, listening. Only as the child accu
mulates percepts of music can he develop the concepts needed
to understand its symbols.
Mursell (1948:50) said, "Musical growth, like all mental growth,
is a process in which essential meanings are clarified, deepened, and
broadened."
Smith (1970:13-14) has stated,
Evaluation is often neglected In the preschool and elementary
school music program. Teachers who set specific musical
objectives and plan a sequential program of activities to
help chil ren attain the objectives must realize that the
success ci the program is dependent upon this important
factor.
He listed three major stages:
Specific objectives are defined to describe the
musical behaviors the child will develop
A sequence of musical activities is selected and
presented to aid the child in attaining each objective
Evaluation procedures are applied periodically to
determine the extent to which the child is reaching an objective.
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The results of this evaluation help the teacher plan other
activities directly related to the program objectives.
After research into the many references available as to what
should be taught in the primary grades, eliminating the extrinsic
values taught from the intrinsic values to be taught, it was
determined the approach of using the six musical activities as
chapters, dividing those chapters into kindergarten, first, and
second grades (also to be understood as first, second, and third
levels of instruction).

Each of the three sections of each chapter

was further subdivided into the six intrinsic values for each level
and how they apply to the overall behavioral objective for the chapter
activity.

Each intrinsic value is cumulative from level to level.

There was no effort made for the objectives.to be specific nor allinclusive, they are suggestions which could be extended and embellished
for other related aspects of each of the intrinsic musical values.

Evaluation by Authorities
The sections dealing with the behavioral objectives for each
of the six musical activities were sent to five recognized music
educators who were asked to evaluate each of the behavioral objectives
according to the following clrteria:
worth, (3) of no worth.

(1) worthwhile, (2) of some

The evaluation of the authorities is shown

on an evaluation table as part of Chapter III, Discussion of the Data of
Panel Authorities.

Final

classification of each of the behavioral

objectives was made on the basis of a simple majority (three out of
five) of the panel evaluation.

Those with less than a majority

agreement are so noted as part of the table classification.
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The qualifications for the selection of the panel members
were:

(1) recognition In the field of music education, (2) thorough

knowledge of the goals of music education as outlined by the Music
Educators National Association, and (3) experience In the teaching
of music education method courses, supervision of student teachers,
and/or currently teaching elementary music classes Including the
primary grades.
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CHAPTER II

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
The literature was reviewed for three major purposes:

(1) to

obtain information and support for the Importance of teaching music
in the primary grades, (2) to determine the importance of emphasis
upon the teaching of the intrinsic values of music through the
musical activities,

(3) to determine the skills necessary for the

writing of behavioral objectives.
As the literature was reviewed relative to the information
and support of the importance of teaching music in the primary grades,
it was apparent that there was a wealth of material available for the
teaching of music in the primary grades, with a variety of approaches
to the teaching methods.

Leonhard and House (1972:178) have stated,

Broadly stated, the mission of the schools is to assist the
individual to live in and deal wisely with his environment
and, by this means, to strengthen and improve the useful
institutions of society.
With regard to music education they further have stated,
. . . it is immediately apparent that musical activity can
help him (the child) achieve these ends . . . musicianship is
vitally important to one's aesthetic growth, emotional
feelings, and lelsure-tlme activities.
Music correlates well with other subjects but according to
Smith (1970:4),
Music in the
justified in
cities which
become aware

child's education must be explained and
musical terms. Every child has musical capa
should be developed . . . every child should
of the vast heritage of music literature which
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Is a living element In our culture. One major purpose
of education Is to develop capacities that are common to
all children . . . every child has musical capacities
which can be developed through group Instruction . . .
music should therefore be Included In the child's
general education.
Concerning the nature of music and the role placed upon music
and man, Aronoff (1969:15) has stated that,
The history of music begins with the history of man, for man
has always organized sounds In time . . . for many thousands
of years, music has been used In everyday living and It has
..been combined with other art forms."
Many authors have stated the purposes of music Instruction.
Nye and Nye (1964:16) compiled the following list:
Major Purposes:
to understand and appreciate aesthetic qualities of music
to transmit the cultural heritage
to foster creativity
Other Important Purposes:
to teach social education
to provide worthy recreation
to Improve physical and mental health
to develop intellectual capacities
According to the same author, "The underlying factor upon which success
in the foregoing purposes depends is the acquisition and utilization
of music skills."
Information regarding musical values and how they are
categorized, indicated that almost all music educators agreed that
music values could be divided into two categories, extrinsic and
intrinsic.

Hermann (1965:16-17) maintained that,

Another way of saying this is that we need to provide,
primarily, for musical (intrinsic) values, and secondary,
for extra-musical (extrinsic) values. The extrinsic or
extra-musical values of music include recreational, social,
and enrichment values. These attributes have been well
identified by music educators. They are important and they
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should continue to be emphasized. However, we should
recognize that, of and by themselves, the extrinsic values
cannot justify a program of music education In the public
schools.
If the only reason we schedule music Is for fun,
recreation, public relations and the like, we are basing our
case on peripheral values. Both extrinsic and Intrinsic
values must be considered and provided for and it should be
quite obvious, although it is too often Ignored In practice,
that the intrinsic values should be deliberately highlighted.
By intrinsic values, of course, we mean those learnings
inherent In the music itself: tone, melody, rhythm, harmony,
and form. Elementary music educators are coming to realize
more and more clearly that these values need to be emphasized
at least as fully as enrichment and recreational values . . . .
Intrinsic musical learnings include the ability of music to
project mood, the characteristics of tone, and the introduction
to rhythm, melody, harmony, and form.
Swanson (1969:24) listed the intrinsic values as:
Rhythm
Melody
Texture and Harmony
Tone Color in Voices and Instruments
Dynamics
Form in Music
Style in Music
Smith (1970:8-9) stated his views in levels of achievement after
participating in an effective music program:
Sing tunefully and acquire a repertorie of songs which he
performs with a pleasant tone quality.
Develop sensitivity to rhythmic pulsations and display an
awareness of the form and content of rhythmically
stimulating compositions.
Show that he has developed the habit of attentive listening
through performance, through his identification of
instrumental and vocal timbres, and by his preference for
performances of superior musical quality.
Use the elements of music in an original manner to show that
he is developing creative facility.
Perform without aid from the teacher or other children to
demonstrate his musical Independence.
Acquire basic concepts about music which are necessary for
continuing musical development.
Show by his Increased interest and participation that he
has developed positive attitudes toward music and
continuing musical habits.
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Bloom (1956:20-24) listed three categories in the Taxonomy of
Educational Objectives:

cognitive, affective, and psycho-motor.

Under each of the three categories descriptions were listed:
Cognitive Domain
Knowledge
Comprehension
Application
Analysis
Sythesis
Evaluation
Affective Domain
Receiving
Responding
Valuing
Organization
Characterization by Value or Value Complex
Psychomotor Domain
Bloom does not describe this domain, however, it is described
by Kapfer (1974), in an unpublished work as:
Imitation
Manipulation
Precision
Articulation
Naturalization
Vargas (1972:35) has stated,
To be behavioral, an objective must:
Refer to the behavior of the student rather than
that of the teacher
Describe observable behavior
Specify a level or criterion of acceptable performance.
Vargas (1972:36) further developed the idea of how objectives help
the teacher.

According to him,

. . . in planning a course or class, a teacher has
certain objectives he wishes to accomplish . . .
specific objectives perform three functions: they help the
teacher select appropriate learning experiences, they
communicate to others (particularly to the student) what
is expected, and they give both student and teacher
standards for evaluating progress.
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Kipler, Barker, and Miles (1970:33) have provided a longer list
which contains five elements which are:
Who is to perform the desired behavior
The actual behavior to be employed in demonstrating
mastery of the objective.
The result of the behavior, which will be evaluated to
determine whether the objective is mastered
The relevant conditions under which the behavior is to
be performed
The standard which will be used to evaluate the
success of the product or performance.
Mager (1962:53), who is often quoted by the above mentioned
authorities, listed as his conditions for behavioral objectives
the following four items:
State observable behavior
State conditions under which objective is to be achieved
State minimum level to be accepted
Be measurable
Von Haden and King (1971:43-47) state,
A behavioral objective is an observable criterion of
performance.
It is a clear, precise statement of the
student's behavior that will be accepted as evidence of
his having achieved what he and the teacher set out to
accomplish . . . in a sense, the term behavioral objective
is unfortunate. For many teachers it carries the impli
cation that all desirable outcomes of instruction must result
in a demonstrable overt behavior and be subject to precise
quantitative measurement.
They further discuss learning as a process of achieving changed
ways of responding to both cognitive and affective as well as psychomotor
behavior.

They have made a distinction between, "general objectives,

or goal statements, and precise behavioral objectives."
In the realm of national assessment which has resulted in
performance contracting and the voucher method, public schools
have had to determine specific goals and measurable results.

As
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was stated by Von Haden and King (1971:47), "Behavioral objectives
will contribute significantly to all these efforts.

They have

already accomplished much by giving meaning and validity to many
aspects of teaching, learning, and evaluation."

They defined the

idea that further study will improve the process and more effective
results will be seen in the area of self-growth for both teacher
and students.

CHAPTER III

DISCUSSION OF THE DATA OF PANEL AUTHORITIES
Introduction
As a teacher of music education method courses at Shepherd
College, Shepherdstown, West Virginia, the writer used behavioral
objectives as a basis for the course outlines for elementary and
secondary level courses.

He also attended a workshop, held prior

to the Southern Division, Music Educators National Conference (in
Mobile, Alabama, Spring, 1969), which was held for the purpose of
writing behavioral objectives as they would apply to all levels of
public school music instruction.

As a graduate assistant at

Louisiana State University, he.used behavioral objectives in the
teaching of Education 2170 for two years. He also wrote behavioral
objectives for use in Education 5020, a class for kindergarten
teachers.

These objectives have been used by kindergarten teachers

in the Baton Rouge area, however, no study has been made regarding
their effectiveness.
The behavioral objectives used in this study were created by
the writer based on his background as a teacher of music education
method courses, as a teacher in the public schools, the study of
publications which deal specifically with the writing of behavioral
objectives and with research in the area of behavioral objectives
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written for other subject areas, and for those written specifically
for music.

(The musical behavioral objectives studied were non-

published works written for specific school districts.)

Panel Authorities
Mary Alice Cox, Associate Professor of Music at the University
of Southwest Louisiana, Lafayette, Louisiana, teaches
elementary music education method courses.

She also supervises

the student teaching program as a part of her duties at that
University.

She has been on the Louisiana State Committee for

the selection of music textbooks to be used on the approved
textbook list for Louisiana.

Miss Cox has attended music education

workshops In Europe as well as many of those held In the United
States.
Dr. 0. M. Hartsell, Professor of Music University of Arizona,
Tucson, Arizona, teaches elementary music education method courses.
He Is chairman of the Editorial Board for the Music Educators Journal,
and has served as President of the Southwestern Division of the Music
Educators National Conference.

He has been state supervisor of

music for the states of Montana and Virginia.

Dr. Hartsell has also

conducted numerous workshops In music education throughout the
United States.
Patty Gammon Magee, Elementary Music Consultant, East
Baton Rouge Parish School Board, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, teaches
elementary music classes (Including the primary grades).

She has

held workshops at the Louisiana State University, during the
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summer session, using the Kodaly method of music Instruction.

Mrs.

Magee has a master of music education degree and thirty hours of
graduate work past the masters at Louisiana State University, also,
she has, as part of her work, written material describing how to
use the Prentice-Hall series which she submitted to that publisher.
Dr. Wesley McCoy, Assistant Professor of Music, University
of Arkansas, Little Rock, Arkansas, teaches music education
method courses and supervises the student teaching program for
music education majors.
Dr. Robert F. Shambaugh, Associate Professor of Music,
Louisiana State University, Baton Rouge, Louisiana, teaches graduate
music education courses, and is advisor to all Master of Music
Education and Ph. D. Music Education students in the School of
Music.

He has served on many committees for the Southern Division

of the Music Educators National Conference.

He has also served on

several committees for the Louisiana Music Educators Association as
chairman, is a member of the Board of Directors, and is President of
that organization (1974-76).

Dr. Shambaugh is the author of numerous

published works, including an instruction text for the playing of
the recorder.

Summary
The sections dealing with the behavioral objectives for each
of the six musical activities were sent to five recognized music
educators who were asked to evaluate each of the behavioral
objectives according to the following criteria:

(1) worthwhile,
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(2) of some worth, (3) of no worth.

From their ratings of these

objectives it was found that all of the general behavioral objectives
received a rating of one, ninety-eight of the specific objectives
received a rating of one, twenty-four objectives received a rating
of one and two, and six objectives received a rating of one and
two two’s.

The results of the panel evaluation indicate that the

behavioral objectives met with the approval of the authorities and
also that the panel believed the objectives to be workable.
In Chapter III, each specific musical activity is presented
with the behavioral objectives written for that activity.

A

table of the evaluation which was compiled from the ratings
assigned by the panel of authorities is shown for each of the
activities following the behavioral objectives written for the
three grade levels.

Each table is discussed in detail following

the sections under which they apply.
The following table is a composite of the ratings of each of
the panel members for the behavioral objectives written for the six
musical activities of singing, moving and listening, playing,
creating, and writing.
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TABLE 1
OPINION OF THE PANEL

behavioral Objectives

Authorities
1

2

3

4

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

Pitch

1

1

1

1

1

Duration

1

1

2

1

1

Intensity

1

1

2

1

1

Quality

1

1

2

1

1

Melody

1

1

1

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

.2

1

1

Form

1

1

2

1

2

Harmony

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

Pitch

1

1

2

1

1

Duration

1

1

2

1

1

Intensity

1

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

1

1

SINGING
General Behavioral Objective
Kindergarten
Mood
Tone

Grade I
Mood
Tone
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TABLE 1 - Continued

Behavioral Objectives

Authorities
1

2

3

4

5

Melody

1

1

1

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pitch

1

1

1

1

1

Duration

1

1

1

1

2

Intensity

1

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

1

1

Melody

1

1

1

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

2

1

1

Fo o t

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pitch

1

1

1

1

1

Duration

1

1

1

1

1

Intensity

1

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

1

1

Melody

1

1

1

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

2

1

2

Grade II
Mood
Tone

10VING AND LISTENING
General Behavioral Objective
Kindergarten
Mood
Tone
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TABLE 1 - Continued

Behavioral Objectives

Authorities
1

2

3

A

5

Form

1

1

1

1

1

Harmony

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Grade I
Mood
Tone
Pitch
Duration

1

Intensity

1

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

1

1

Melody

1

1

1

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

1

1

1

Form

1

1

1

1

1

Harmony

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pitch

1

1

1

1

1

Duration

1

1

1

1

1

Intensity

1

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

1

1

Melody

1

2

1

Rhythm

1

2

1

1

2

Form

1

1

1

1

1

Grade II
Mood
Tone

1
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TABLE 1 - Continued

Behavioral Objective

Authorities
1

2

3

4

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

Pitch

1

1

1

1

1

Duration

1

1

2

1

1

Intensity

1

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

1

1

Melody

1

1

2

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

1

1

1

Form

1

1

1

1

1

Harmony

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pitch

1

1

1

1

1

Duration

1

1

1

1

1

Intensity

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

Melody

1

1

2

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

1

1

1

Harmony
PLAYING
General Behavioral Oblectlve
Kindergarten
Mood
Tone

Grade I
Mood
Tone

1
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TABLE 1 - Continued

Behavioral Objectives

Authorities
1

2

3

4

5

Rhythm

1

1

1

1

1

Form

1

1

1

1

1

Harmony

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pitch

1

1

1

Duration

1

1

1

1

1

Intensity

1

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

1

1

Melody

1

1

1

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

2

1

1

Form

1

1

1

1

1

Harmony

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Melody

1

1

1

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

1

1

1

Form

1

1

1

1

1

Harmony

1

1

1

1

1

Grade I
Mood
Tone
1

Grade 11
Mood
Tone
Pitch-Duration-IntensityQuality
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TABLE 1 - Continued

Behavioral Objectives

Authorities
1

2

3

4

5

Form

1

1

1

1

1

Harmony

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pitch

1

1

1

1

1

Duration

1

1

1

1

1

Intensity

1

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

1

1

Melody

1

1

1

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

1

1

1

Form

1

1

2

1

2

Harmony

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pitch

1

1

2

1

1

Duration

1

1

1

1

1

Intensity

1

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

Grade II
Mood
Tone

CREATING
Behavioral Objective
Kindergarten
Mood

1

Tone

Melody
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TABLE 1 - Continued

Behavioral Objective

Authorities
1

2

3

4

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pitch

1

1

1

1

1

Duration

1

1

1

1

1

Intensity

1

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

1

1

Melody

1

1

1

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

1

1

1

Form

1

1

1

1

1

Harmony

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pitch

1

1

1

1

1

Duration

1

1

1

1

1

Intensity

1

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

1

Melody

1

1

1

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

1

1

1

Form

1

1

1

1

1

READING
General Behavioral Objective
Kindergarten
Mood
Tone

Grade I
Mood
Tone
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TABLE 1 - Continued

Behavioral Obj ective

Authorities
1

2

3

4

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pitch and Duration

1

2

1

1

2

Intensity

1

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

1

1

Melody

1

2

1

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

1

1

1

Form

1

1

1

1

1

Harmony

1

1

1

1

1

Harmony
Grade 11
Mood
Tone
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CHAPTER IV

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES FOR SINGING, MOVING AND
LISTENING, PLAYING, CREATING, AND READING
Singing
Singing has been considered the first of the musical experiences
that children enjoy.

It is, however, only a part of the total

music program and according to Leonhard and House (1957:253),
The idea is not to emphasize performance per se but to view
singing and playing as a means to develop broad musicianship.
Singing has been the staple fare of elementary school music
for a number of reasons. Not least of these is the fact that
rather artistic results can be obtained with a minimum of
technical training.
According to Runkle and Eriksen (1966:4), "Most children love to
sing.

It is so natural with them that they often want to sing,

whenever they hear any music."

It is for this reason the writer

initiated the musical activities with the activity of singing.
In this chapter, as is true in the following chapters regarding
musical activities, the expected outcome of the first stated behavioral
objective is that which is to be achieved upon the completion of the
third level of training.

Each Intrinsic value for singing at each

of the three levels is cummulative, that is to say if you take the
value of mood and follow it through kindergarten, first, and second
grades, growth toward the ability to Identify mood in music should
be accomplished.

This is true of each of the six intrinsic values.
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Music is an intergrated art within itself and each one of the
activities could provide information leading toward the under
standing of other activities.

The behavioral objectives have been

written with specific goals in mind toward specific intrinsic
values for each activity.

It is not suggested that all or any of

the activities or intrinsic values could interweave for the total
musical learning experience.
General Behavioral Objective:

By the end pf the third level

of musical training the student should be able to sing using as
pleasing a voice as possible and showing continued progress with
regard to tone quality, diction, and vocal technique as appropriate
to the age level.

Kindergarten
MOOD
Objective:

To recognize a variety of moods in simple songs

learned by rote by singing using appropriate vocal mood
expression.
TONE
Pitch
Objective:

To sing high or low pitches by singing alone,
with pitched instruments, or to identify with
immediate vocal repetition.

Duration
Objective:

To sing long and short tones as demonstrated
by teacher.
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Intensity
Objective:

To sing loud and soft tones appropriate to
the music.

Quality
Objective:

To sing with a variety of qualities appropriate
to the vocal sound of the music.

MELODY
Objective:

To sing a simple melody correctly along with the

teacher, with pitched instruments either alone or with
the class.
RHYTHM
Objective:

To sing a song and keep the pulse of meter such

as 4/4, 3/4^ and 2/4.

FORM
Objective:

To identify a song that has an ABA section by

singing each section correctly.

HARMONY
Objective:

To demonstrate an awareness of different levels

of pitch by participating in choral speaking groups while
being accompanied by a recording or a teacher played
instrument.

GRADE I
MOOD
Objective:

To distinguish between the moods of several different

songs while singing and letting the face reflect the mood,
either as an individual or with the class.
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TONE
Pitch
Objective:

To distinguish between high and low tones
while singing with pitched Instruments In a
series of not less than six tones Immediately
after each tone Is heard and also after hearing
the entire series.

Duration
Objective:

To sing and Identify long and short tones In
a series of not less than six tones.

Intensity
Objective:

To sing tones softly and loudly In a series
of not less than six tones.

Quality
Objective:

To sing a series of not less than six tones
with a variety of tone color and demonstrate
this ability by correctly Imitating the pitch.

MELODY
Objective:

To Identify melodic contour by singing the correct

melody of several songs with different melodic contour.
RHYTHM
Objective:

To sing and show contrast between melodic rhythm

structure and basic pulse of songs in 4/4, 3/4, and 2/4 by
singing the melodic rhythm and then chanting the basic
pulse of the song.
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FORM
Objective:

To identify phrase structure of songs first by

singing simple phrases as directed by teacher and then by
being able to identify differences or similarity of phrases
within an entire song.

HARMONY
Objective:

To demonstrate awareness of the harmonic structure of

music by singing along with keyboard, autoharp, melody
bells, or other tuned instruments that are playing harmony
while correctly maintaining the singing of the melodic
line.

GRADE II
MOOD
Objective:

To sing and compare moods of at least ten songs

both by singing the songs with appropriate mood and by being
able to verbalize about the mood after singing.
TONE
Pitch
Objective:

To sing correct pitch by imitation when given
a series of pitches on tuned instruments.

Duration
Objective:

To sing a series of long and short tones and
show recognition of relationships of one tone
to another both by correctly singing long and
short tones and by being able to discuss the
differences after singing.
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Intensity
Objective:

To sing a series of both loud and soft tones
that are organized to show both close and wide
degrees of intensity.

Quality
Objective:

To sing tones with a variety of tonal colors
and to identify the differences between various
vocal sounds and correctly identify those which
are most suitable for particular songs.

MELODY
Objective:

To demonstrate comprehension of melodic line

differences that move step-wise, by leaps, or stays the
same and is able to discuss how melodic contour can do all
three or any combination of two varieties.
RHYTHM
Objective:

To identify both melodic and basic pulse rhythm by

singing while smoothly transfering from melodic rhythm
patterns to basic pulse patterns within any given song as
directed by teacher.

Identification would be shown by

singing the melodic rhythm with the use of words, and the
basic pulse by number count.
FORM
Objective:

To identify phrases within simple and complex

songs by correctly maintaining and singing a vocal line
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either as melodic line with accompaniment, simple descant
or by the singing of the root tones of chord patterns of
I, IV, or V7 .

Summary
The above list of behavioral objectives for the activity of
singing represents a sequential and developmental growth pattern
toward the realization of the general behavioral objective.

This

list of objectives was submitted to the panel of authorities and
from their ratings of these objectives it was found that twelve
items received all one's, twelve received ratings of one and two,
and one received a rating of a one and two two's.
the authorities was recognized.

The opinion of

Analysis of those items given a

rating of two indicates that:
Six of the behavioral objectives could be categorized as
being in the psychomotor domain
Five of the behavioral objectives could be categorized as
being in the affective domain
Two of the behavioral objectives could be categorized as
being in the cognitive domain
Seven of the behavioral objectives were in the kinder
garten group with three each for the first and second grade
groups.
The following table is a summary of the panel ratings for the
behavioral objectives in the activity of singing.
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TABLE 2
RESULTS OF THE EVALUATION
BY THE AUTHORITIES FOR SINGING

Behavioral Objective

Authorities
1

2

3

4

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

Pitch

1

1

1

1

1

Duration

1

1

2

1

1

Intensity

1

1

2

1

1

Quality

1

1

2

1

1

Melody

1

1

1

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

2

1

1

Form

1

1

2

1

2

Harmony

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

Pitch

1

1

2

1

1

Duration

1

1

2

1

1

Intensity

1

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

1

1

SINGING
General Behavioral Objective
Kindergarten
Mood
Tone

Grade I
Mood
Tone
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TABLE 2 - Continued

Behavioral Objective

Authorities
1

2

3

4

5

Melody

1

1

1

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pitch

1

1

1

1

1

Duration

1

1

1

1

2

Intensity

1

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

1

1

Melody

1

1

1

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

2

1

1

Form

1

2

1

1

1 .

Grade II
Mood
Tone
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Moving and Listening
The activities of moving and listening have been correlated
for two specific reasons:
Movement by the children while they are listening to music,
is an observable behavior for the teacher.
It is difficult for young children to sit still and listen
to music for long periods of time.
Through movement the classroom teacher can observe each child's
reaction to the music and should be able to recognize the child's
degree of listening and hearing the music.

As stated by Smith

(1970:121), "The child must learn to listen carefully if he is to
learn to sing, move, or play."
General Behavioral Objective:

By the end of the third level of

musical training the student should be able to demonstrate the
ability to use all or part of the body (standing still or moving
about the room) in rhythmic response while listening to music that
is being sung by the class, heard on classroom instruments, or
from recordings.

Kindergarten
MOOD
Objective:

To identify the mood of any two contrasting

musical selections by the use of appropriate hand movements
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that are an imitation of teacher hand movements that
correspond to the mood of the music.
TONE
Pitch
Objective:

To identify and contrast high and low tones by
the use of correct hand movements such as hands
held high for high tones and hands held low for
low tones.

Duration
Objective:

To identify long and short tones by moving about
the room in response to music by such activity
as large steps for long tones, and short steps
for short tones.

Intensity
Objective:

To identify the contrast of loud tones to soft
tones by such activity as tapping finger tips
for soft tones and clapping hands for loud
tones.

Quality
Objective:

To compare two musical tones as produced by
two different instruments and demonstrates
understanding of comparison and identification
by such activity as skipping lightly to
bells

and marching to large drum tones.

MELODY
Objective:

To differentiate between the mood of two different

songs by correctly doing such activity as sitting and
swaying the body with eyes closed for one and a simple
dance for another.

RHYTHM
Objective:

To identify the basic pulse of simple meter such as

2/4, 3/4, and 4/4 by moving in correct rhythmic response to
the music.
FORM
Objective:

To identify the difference between the song form

and recorded (instrumental) dance forms of AB and ABA by
such activities as hand movements for the song forms while
singing, and by dancing for recorded dance form.
HARMONY
Objective:

To identify the difference between melody alone

from melody with harmonic accompaniment by such activity
as standing still when melody is heard alone, and by moving
about the room when harmony is heard.

Grade I
MOOD
Objective:

To compare and identify the different moods of

several simple songs by such movement that is appropriate
for each song heard.
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TONE
Pitch
Objective:

To Identify several contrasting tones of high
and low as played by teacher or by other children
on song bells and by such activity as the use
of hand movement to show degrees of high and
low while listening to the tones.

Duration
Objective:

To compare long tones to short tones within a
simple pre-learned song that has been recorded
and by demonstrating by holding hands for short
tones and holding hands apart for long tones
while listening to the music.

Intensity
Objective:

To differentiate the volume changes within a
short recorded musical composition and demonstrates
by such activity as holding arms in front of
body with palms down for soft tones and palms up
for loud tones while listening to a musical
composition that contains obvious volume changes.

Quality
Objective:

To compare and identify the sound of a violin to
the sound of a trumpet and demonstrates and
identifies with such activities by pantomime
movements of bowing on a violin and pantomime
blowing the trumpet while listening to the
recordings that feature one or the other instrument.

MELODY
Objective:

To identify the melodic phrases of a recorded

instrumental work that contains two identifiable melodic
phrases and identifies by such activity as pre-planned one
hand held up for one phrase and the other hand held up for
the second phrase.
RHYTHM
Objective:

To identify the difference between basic pulse and

melodic rhythm pattern within a recorded composition by
clapping hands together for basic pulse and then clapping
hands to the rhythm of the melodic line when the signal for
switch of patterns is given by the teacher.
FORM
Objective:

To compare and identify different phrases within a

short recorded instrumental composition containing three
distinct phrase sections by such activity as hand movements,
pre-set, to show different phrase sections.
HARMONY .
Objective:

To identify melody alone from harmonic response while

listening to a work song either sung by the class or
recorded that contains solo and choral passages and
demonstrates identification by such activity as sitting during
solo sections and by standing during choral sections.
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Grade II
MOOD
Objective:

To compare and identify the different moods of

both vocal and instrumental recorded compositions by
individual discussion or by physical movement that is
suitable to the vocal or instrumental recorded composition.
TONE
Pitch
Objective:

To identify and compare a series of at least
ten pitches as being either higher or lower
than any one pitch pre-heard for related
reference by correctly doing such activity as
verbal response or moving about the room to
preset sections that are marked as high or low.

Duration
Objective:

To compare the length of a series of at least
ten tones as being either longer or shorter than
an initial tone given for related reference and
demonstrates comparison comprehension by
verbal response while doing such activity
as moving about the room taking small steps for
short tones and long steps for longer tones.
(All tones heard would be either longer or
shorter than Initial tone heard).
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Intensity
Objective:

To identify and show contrasting dynamic
changes within a short recorded symphonic
composition by discussing the dynamic changes
as well as hand movements that would show
contrast between loud and soft passages.

Quality
Objective:

To compare and identify two members of the
string family (violin and bass viol) and brass
family (trumpet and tuba) while listening to
recordings having distinct passages for each
of the instruments and demonstrates by holding
up pictures of the instruments heard and/or
pantomime of the playing of the instrument.

MELODY
Objective:

To identify the different melodic phrases within a

symphonic movement as heard by a recorded composition
selected with at least two distinct phrases by following
pre-set rules of such movement as holding up one finger for
the first phrase and two fingers for the second phrase
whenever that particular phrase is heard.

RHYTHM
Objective:

To identify the basic pulse of 2, 3, 4, and 6 while

listening to appropriate recorded compositions containing
one or more of these time signatures and demonstrates by
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moving about the room with heavy steps for accented beat
and light steps for unaccented beats while verbalizing the
counts as heard in the basic pulse of 2, 3, 4, or 6.
FORM
Objective:

To identify phrases within a composition and to

recognize such parts as introduction, interlude, and coda by
such movement as hands held up making arch patterns for
phrases while either standing still for introduction,
moving about the room for interludes, or by sitting down
for codas.
HARMONY
Objective:

To Identify harmonic content of a recording containing

two-part harmony either sung or played instrumentally by
selecting one instrumental or vocal part and moving about
the room when the selected part is heard as melody.
(Melodic line would by necessity have to have been prelearned for identification.)

Summary
The above lists of behavioral objectives for the activities of
moving and listening represents a sequential and developmental growth
pattern toward the realization of the general behavioral objective.
This list of objectives was submitted to the panel of authorities and
from their ratings of these objectives it was found that twenty-three
received all one's, two received ratings of one and two, and three
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received ratings of one and two two's.
was recognized.

The opinion of the authorities

Analysis of those items given a rating of two

indicates that:
Four of the behavioral objectives could be categorized as
being in the psychomotor domain
One of the behavioral objectives could be categorized as
being in the affective domain
Two of the behavioral objectives were in the kindergarten
group, one in the first grade group, and two in the second
grade group.
The following table 1 b a summary of the panel ratings for the
behavioral objectives for the activities of moving and listening.
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TABLE 3
RESULTS OF THE EVALUATION OF THE
AUTHORITIES FOR MOVING AND LISTENING

Behavioral Objective

Authorities

1

2

3

4

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pitch

1

1

1

1

1

Duration

1

1

1

1

1

Intensity

1

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

1

1

Melody

1

1

1

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

2

1

Form

1

1

1

1

1

Harmony

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pitch

1

1

1

1

1

Duration

1

1

2

1

1

Intensity

1

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

1

1

MOVING AND LISTENING
General Behavioral Objective
Kindergarten
Mood
Tone

Grade I
Mood
Tone
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TABLE 3 - Continued

Behavioral Objective

Authorities

1

2

3

4

5

Melodv

x

1

1

1

1

Rhvthm

1

1

1

1

1

Form

1

1

1

1

1

Harmony

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pitch

1

1

1

1

1

Duration

1

1

1

1

1

Intensity

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

Melody

1

2

1

Rhythm

1

2

1

1

Form

1

1

1

1

1

Harmony

1

1

1

1

1

Grade II
Mood
Tone

1
1

1
1
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Playing

The playing of classroom instruments can be considered an
important aspect in the musical growth of children.

According to

Swanson (1969:12):
All sorts of simple instruments have been adapted for use
by children. They have an important place in the
music program for improvising, for accompanying singing,
and for the practical study of music. Children often develop
dynamic, rhythmic chanting patterns, using the voice and
combinations of rhythm instruments.
Original melodies grow
out of opportunities to play simple melody instruments, and
the desire to play a known melody can lead to an under
standing of music notation. Children with talent and interest
can be encouraged to study the piano and standard orchestral
instruments.
If the elementary school music program
functions effectively, such specialized studies are a natural
outgrowth of earlier experiences in playing classroom instru
ments.
General Behavioral Objective:

By the end of the third level

of musical training the student should be able to correctly play
simple classroom instruments while singing, choral speaking, or
listening to recordings by playing the various Instruments moving
from simple rhythmic instruments to tuned classroom instruments.

Kindergarten
MOOD
Objective:

To play rhythmic instruments appropriate to the

mood of either sung or recorded music by playing such
instruments as bells, sticks, shakers, or drums as
suggested by the sound of the music.
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TONE
Pitch
Objective:

To identify high and low tones as heard by
song bells while playing appropriate bell and
chanting high or low.

Duration
Objective:

To differentiate long tones from short tones
by using shakers and playing short shakes for
short tones and long continued shakes for long
tones.

Intensity
Objective:

To compare the difference between loud and
soft sounds as heard by the playing of varied
sizes of drums and demonstrate

comparison by

the selection and playing of a variety of drums
in response to the teacher asking for loud
or soft sounds.
Quality
Objective:

To select and play pitched and unpitched instru
ments to differentiate between musical and non
musical tones by selecting and playing appro
priate instruments as directed by the teacher
asking for either pitched or non-pitched sounds.

MELODY
Objective:
teacher

To play Instruments with pitch as directed by
at appropriate times during music (i.e., when that
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particular pitch Is heard as part of the melody) either
sung or heard by playing on signal from teacher such
Instruments as song bells or tone-bars.
RHYTHM.
Objective:

To play simple rhythm Instruments while singing

or listening to recorded music by correctly playing a simple
rhythm Instrument In time while listening to recordings or
as an accompaniment to classroom singing.
FORM
Objective:

To play a simple rhythm instrument while singing or

listening to a two-part song form and demonstrate

by

correctly playing an instrument during one or the other
part having been selected for that particular part of the
song prior to the activity.

HARMONY
Objective:

To play tuned instruments (individual tone bells

or tone-bars) with the root tones of a 1 chord when directed
by the teacher, during the times that pitch is heard.

Grade I
MOOD
Objective:

To identify and play the most appropriate instrument

for the mood suggested by the music of several selected
songs the student should select instrument or instruments
appropriate to the mood of that song and by playing that
instrument either alone or with the group.

Pitch
Objective:

To select and identify, when given a set of
tone bells, a sequence of high and low tones
by correctly playing the tone bells either
high or low as heard in the sequence.

Duration
Objective:

To play an instrument such as the tambourine
showing length of tones while singing or listening
to recordings and demonstrate

by playing correctly

short shakes for short tones and long continued
shakes for long tones.
Intensity
Objective:

To play a tuned classroom instrument either
loudly or softly as appropriate to the music
and demonstrate

by correctly playing loudly or

softly on the instrument during the music.
Quality
Objective:

To play, identify, and compare the sounds of
several different classroom Instruments by
playing the instrument, identifying the name
of the instrument, and by discussing the sound of
that particular Instrument as compared to other
instruments.
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MELODY
Objective:

To play a single song bell during the time its

pitch is heard in the melody and demonstrate

by playing

the song bell during the time that pitch is heard while
others in the class sing a simple folk song.
RHYTHM
Objective:

To use rhythm sticks in tapping out a steady

pattern 2, 3, and 4 while listening to recording, teacher
played instrument, or while singing, placing correct accent
on primary beat in 2 and 3, and primary secondary accents
in 4 by playing the patterns with appropriate accents
given for the patterns

of 2, 3, and 4 for at least eight

measures either individually or with the class.
FORM
Objective:

To identify musical phrases within a three-part

song form by playing different instruments for each phrase
by correctly playing different (pre-selected) instruments
for each of the three phrases.
HARMONY
Objective:

To play upon one instrument with other instruments

being played in harmony by correctly playing and main
taining musical line while harmony is played either by
other children, teacher or during recording, either indivi
dually or with the class.
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Grade II

MOOD
Objective:

To select and play a classroom instrument that

conveys the mood or moods of at least four recorded
orchestral compositions and demonstrate by playing
instruments (including Latin American instruments)
that suggest and are appropriate to the mood or moods
of a single orchestral composition in contrast to at
least three other orchestral compositions.
TONE
Pitch
Objective:

To play a major scale

on tone bells pre-placed

in proper scale sequence and demonstrate
ability by playing the tone bells appropriate
to the major scale while chanting the scale
note names.
Duration
Objective:

To differentiate note

length values by playing

tuned instrument in a sequence of long and
short tones within a short composition and
demonstrate by playing a classroom instrument
capable of long and short note length values
and plays the Instrument correctly in response
to music that is both familiar and unfamiliar.

I
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Intensity
Objective:

To play, as accompaniment, on a classroom
instrument while singing, following appropriate
dynamic changes within a phrase and/or within
the entire song.

Quality
Objective:

To play, identify, compare the sounds of
several different classroom Instruments,
and select songs that are appropriate for the
instrumental sound by playing, identifying
and selecting those Instruments and by verbal
discussion of their comparison to the written
song.

MELODY
Objective:

To play a simple short melody upon tone bells

(using only those that are part of the song in a pre-set
sequence) and to Identify the melody when played by others
or by teacher.

RHYTHM
Objective:

To use a small drum in beating out a pattern of

2, 3, 4, and 6 while listening to recording, teacher
played instrument, or while singing, placing correct
primary beat in 2 and 3, and primary and secondary
accents in 4 and 6 by playing the patterns during a song
containing at least thirty-two measures either individually
or with the class.
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FORM
Objective:

To play appropriate classroom instruments for a

song by playing introduction, interlude, and coda for at
least four songs either on one instrument or a selection
of different instruments for each of the sections.

HARMONY
Objective:

To identify and play harmonic parts for two-part

harmony using tuned instruments and demonstrate ability
by playing harmony (individually each time) with the class
as they either play other instruments or sing.

Summary
The above list of behavioral objectives for the activity of
playing represents a sequential and developmental growth pattern
toward the realization of the general behavioral objective.

This

list of objectives was submitted to the panel of authorities and
from their ratings of these objectives it was found that twenty-three
received all one's, four received ratings of one and two's, and
one received a rating of one and two two's.
authorities was recognized.

The opinion of the

Analysis of those items given a rating

of two indicates that:
Three of the behavioral objectives could be categorized as
being in the psychomotor domain
One of the behavioral objectives could be categorized as
being in the affective domain
One of the behavioral objectives could be categorized as
being in the cognitive domain.
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Three of the behavioral objectives were in the kindergarten
group with one each in the first and second grade groups.
The following table is a summary of the panel ratings for
the behavioral objectives in the activity of playing.

TABLE 4
RESULTS OF THE EVALUATION OF
THE AUTHORITIES FOR PLAYING

Behavioral Objective

Authorities

1

2

3

4

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

2

1

1

Pitch

1

1

1

1

1

Duration

1

1

2

1

1

Intensity

1

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

1

1

Melody

1

1

2

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

1

1

1

Form

1

1

1

1

1

Harmony

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

PLAYING
General Behavioral Objective
Kindergarten
Mood
Tone

Grade I
Mood
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TABLE A - Continued

Behavioral Objective

Authorities

1

2

3

A

5

Pitch

1

1

1

1

x

Duration

1

1

1

1

i

Intensity

1

1

1

1

i

Quality

1

1

1

1

i

Melody

1

1

1

i

Rhythm

1

1

1

1

i

Form

1

1

1

1

i

Harmony

1

1

1

1

i

1

1

1

1

i

Pitch

1

1

1

1

i

Duration

1

1

1

1

i

Intensity

1

1

1

1

i

Quality

1

1

1

1

i

Melody

1

1

1

1

i

Rhythm

1

1

1

1

i

Form

1

1

2

1

2

Harmony

1

1

1

1

1

Tone

Grade 11
Mood
Tone
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Creating
Creativity is a natural part of each child's developmental
process.

The music program should allow for activities that will

develop this aspect of the child's musical development.

According

to Cheyette and Cheyette (1969:216);
Creativity is not taught, only guided. A child is prompted
to sing original tunes to himself, . . . to create patterns
of design, to move rhythmically to organized sound, to
create rhymes and games, . . . by a drive instinctive, yet
distinctively human.
General Behavioral Objective:

By the end of the third level

of musical training the student should be able to create individual
original response to music either with individual original creativity
or with group creative response.

Kindergarten
MOOD
Objective:

To identify th^ mood of a short song (either

sung or heard by recording) by creating movement that
conveys the mood as appropriate to the music.
TONE
Pitch
Objective:

To identify high and low tones by pantomine
actions which indicate differences between high
and low tones.
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Duration
Objective:

To differentiate lengths of tones by creating
body movement that shows understanding of tone
lengths.

Intensity
Objective:

To compare loud and soft tones by creating facial
pantomine that expresses knowledge of long and
short tones.

Quality
Objective:

To contrast musical color by using finger
paints to show differences of color to correspond
with the timbre of the musical tone.

(Selection

of color is not important as long as different
colors are used for quality changes.)
MELODY
Objective:

To identify melodic line as step-wise, taking leaps,

or staying the same during a phrase by the creation of body
movement that is appropriate and corresponds to the
direction of the melodic phrase.
RHYTHM
Objective:

To construct simple rhythmic patterns with the

playing of sticks and demonstrate

ability by creating

rhythmic patterns by clicking the sticks and chanting
the created rhythms.
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FORM
Objective:

To identify three forms of songs with different

forms by creative dramatization and demonstrate

ability by

acting out the song using appropriate drama for the three
different songs.
HARMONY
Objective:

To become aware of harmony by acting out creative

movements to show differences between parts of a simple
two-part song and demonstrate

ability by creating original

movements for each of the two parts and alternate
activity upon signal by teacher while listening to the
music.

Grade I
MOOD
Objective:

To identify the mood of a song by relating to a

similar personal experience and demonstrate

understanding

of the mood of the song by the creation of an appropriate
story that closely resembles the mood of the song.
TONE
Pitch
Objective:

To compare high and low tones by accurately
drawing a sequence of six tones using different
levels of lines with close proximity to tone
interval differences as heard.
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Duration
Objective:

To identify a sequence of six tones as longer
or shorter by drawing on paper long and short
lines to correspond to those tones as they are
heard.

Intensity
Objective:

To compare volume of a sequence of six tones
by creating drawn symbols that show knowledge
of volume changes that occur in the sequence.

Quality
Objective:

To differentiate the timbre of tones in a
sequence of six tones by creative activity such
as.the use of colors to show differences.
(Choice of colors is not important if the
differences are shown by a variety of color
hues.)

MELODY
Objective:

To identify the main melody of a short orchestral

composition by creative body movement that is used only
when the main melody of the composition is heard.

RHYTHM
Objective:

To identify the two basic rhythm patterns of a

short orchestral composition that has two alternating
rhythm patterns by creating appropriate physical movement
to show contrasting rhythms and correctly use them when
the changes are heard.
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FORM
Objective:

To identify the ..form of a short orchestral composition

by creating and acting out a story which closely fits the
form of the composition.
HARMONY
Objective:

To differentiate between alternating single melody

with melody having harmonic support by creating original
drawings which show differences between single melody and
melody with harmony.

(Such drawings might be one stick

person for melody and three or four stick people holding
hands for harmony.)

Grade II
MOOD
Objective:

To identify the mood of a ten to fifteen minute

orchestral composition by creating, cooperatively in a
group, a story which closely depicts the mood of the
composition.
TONE
Pitch-Duration-Intensity-Quality
Objective:

To identify and compare high and low, long and
short, loud and soft, and the timbre of a
series of at least ten tones played in sequence
by drawing pictures which show two aspects of
each of the ten tones.

(Such pictures might be
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two birds, one high and little, another low and big, or
two apples one small and light colored and another big
with dark color.)
MELODY
Objective:

To identify melodic contour, step-wise, by leaps, or

staying the same by creating short simple original melodies
that contain at least two different melodic contours.
(e.g., melodies could be sung as answer to teacher singing;
"Where is Johnny Jones?” answer, "Over in this corner.”)

RHYTHM
Objective:

To construct a variety of rhythmic patterns to

fit short spoken choral phrases by creating an original
rhythm pattern that corresponds to and accents the choral
speaking.

FORM
Objective:

To identify the form of a short orchestral composition

which has Introduction, Exposition, Recapitulation, and
Coda by forming small groups and creating dance movements
which alter for each section with the other groups correctly
Identifying the sectional dances as performed.

(Each group

is given an opportunity to both show its interpretation
and to identify other group creativity.)

HARMONY
Objective:

To compose a simple melody while the teacher plays

patterns of I, IV, and V 7 on autoharp by keeping melody
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within the harmonic pattern of the chords as played by
the teacher.

(Such original melodies should be sung.)

Summary
The above list of behavioral objectives for the activity of
creating represents a sequential and developmental growth pattern
toward the realization of the general behavioral objective.

This

list of objectives was submitted to the panel of authorities and
from their ratings of these objectives it was found that twenty-one
items received all one's and four received ratings of one and two.
The opinion of the authorities was recognized.

Analysis of those

items given a rating of two indicates that:
Three of the behavioral objectives could be categorized as
being in the psychomotor domain
One of the behavioral objectives could be categorized as
being in the affective domain
Three of the behavioral objectives were in the kindergarten
group and one was in the first grade group.
The following table is a summary of the panel ratings for the
behavioral objectives in the activity of creating.
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TABLE 5
RESULTS OF THE EVALUATION BY
THE AUTHORITIES FOR CREATING

Behavioral Objective

Authorities

1

2

3

4

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pitch

1

1

2

1

1

Duration

1

1

1

1

1

Intensity

1

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

1

1

Melody

1

1

2

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

1

1

1

Form

1

1

1

1

1

Harmony

1

1

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pitch

1

1

1

1

1

Duration

1

1

1

1

1

Intensity

1

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

1

1

CREATING
General Behavioral Objective
Kindergarten
Mood
Tone

Grade I
Mood
Tone
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TABLE 5 - Continued

Behavioral Objective

Authorities

1

2

3

4

5

Melody

1

1

1

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

2

1

1

Form

1

1

1

1

1

Harmony

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Melody

1

1

1

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

1

1

1

Form

1

1

1

1

1

Harmony

1

1

1

1

1

Grade II
Mood
Tone
Pitch-Duration-IntensityQuality
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Reading

Reading music is a skill that can be developed by following
a sequential developmental program for the development of that skill.
According to Swanson (1969:246), "The development of skill in
reading music in the elementary grades requires a systematic
sequential development using carefully graded materials from the
first grade through the sixth grade."
General Behavioral Objective:

By the end of the third

level of musical training the student should be able to read musical
notation growing from abstract (lines or figures) symbols to actual
musical notation

(Otdtcf’td & if?including

rest symbols), and

demonstrates ability by correctly responding to given symbols or
notation depending upon grade level expectation.

Kindergarten

MOOD
Objective:

To identify the mood of a song by viewing a

picture with similar mood and demonstrate identification
of the mood by choosing pictures that correspond to the
mood of the music heard.

TONE
Pitch
Objective:

To correctly identify high and low pitches
and demonstrate identification by singing with
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teacher following hand signals as given by
the teacher for low and high tones.
Duration
Objective:

To identify long and short tones and demonstrate
by chanting with the teacher while the teacher
uses long or short pre-set hand signals.

Intensity
Objective:

To Identify loud and soft tones and demonstrate
identification by following teacher signals and
chanting (e.g., whisper would indicate soft,
and normal voice would indicate loud).

Quality
Objective:

To identify timbre of tones and demonstrate
identification by chanting light or dark
while teacher points to colors of various
hues.

(Chanting can be on variety of

pitch levels if colors are arranged in
pitch sequence.)
MELODY
Objective:

To follow the contour of the melodic line of a

simple short song and demonstrate ability by following
pre-prepared melodic line drawings while singing as the
teacher, using pointer, follows the written melodic
line.

RHYTHM
Objective:

To recite simple rhythmic patterns and demonstrate

by chanting rhythmic words as teacher points to appropriate
pictures of same (e.g., stick, stick, walking stick).
FORM
Objective:

To identify simple dance form by describing pictures

as held by teacher which show such activities as skipping,
walking, hoping, or swaying and then doing that activity
to appropriate musical accompaniment.
HARMONY
Objective:

To identify single melody from melody with harmony

by drawing straight lines for melody and jagged lines for
melody with harmony while listening to recorded music.

Grade I
MOOD
Objective:

To identify the mood of a series of songs learned

by rote by responding to pictures depicting different
moods while singing the songs with like-mood interpretation.
TONE
Pitch
Objective:

To identify a series of high and low tones as

shown by high and low lines drawn on newspaper print by
correctly following high and low lines while singing as
the lines are pointed to by the teacher.
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Duration
Objective:

To recite such words as long or short while
following a series of long and short lines
drawn on newspaper print as pointed to by the
teacher.

Intensity
Objective:

To identify the gradual movement of loud to
soft, or soft to loud tones during a phrase of
a song and show

identification by following

written symbols indicating changes on phrase
lines drawn on chalkboard by the teacher.
Quality
Objective:

To differentiate between different timbre of
musical sounds by following symbols drawn on
chalkboard which require various musical colors
either sung or played on classroom instruments.

MELODY
Objective:

To read and sing melodic contour by following a

series of short and long lines which correspond to the
direction of the contour of the melody and demonstrate
ability by correctly following the line as the teacher points
to particular melodies.
RHYTHM
Objective:

To Identify the difference between duple and triple

meter by chanting meter counts giving primary accent to
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both duple and triple meter while following written meter
counts on pre-prepared newspaper print.
FORM
Objective:

To identify and compare the phrases of a simple

ABA song form following drawn contour lines of A phrase,
B phrase, and repetition of A phrase while singing and
identifies and compares by correctly singing the requested
phrase as directed by teacher.
HARMONY
Objective:

To identify and compare melody alone with melody

supported by harmony by following drawn melodic contour
lines while singing alone and by adding tuned accompaniment
when indicated by pre-selected written symbol.

(Such

instruments as tone bells, tuned drums, and song bars.)

Grade II
MOOD
Objective:

To identify and compare the moods of songs in

major and minor keys through visual recognition of major
and minor thirds in the I chord and demonstrate

by correctly

identifying major and minor thirds while singing major or
minor scales as written in textbook or on chalkboard.
TONE
Pitch and Duration
Objective:

To sing by sight, after being given a starting
pitch, a series of written notes of varying
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pitches and lengths of a short musical phrase
containing several degrees of pitch and note
length values (e.g., 0 , c U
corresponding rest symbols).
Intensity
Objective:

To identify the volume of printed notes by
following dynamic markings as written in text
book and demonstrate

identification by correctly

following dynamic markings of piano and fortissimo
while singing a simple song containing both
dynamic markings.
Quality
Objective:

To write a simple percussive accompaniment to a
song using different percussive instruments and
sounds and demonstrate

ability by writing

(using percussive notation) an accompaniment to
a song using two or more instruments with
different timbre of sound.
MELODY
Objective:

To read and sing a simple song following the

musical notation written on staff, either on chalkboard
or in textbook and demonstrate

ability by correctly

singing melodic line giving each note proper value with
correct song interpretation (e.g
corresponding rest symbols).

,,Otc/,d-,

and
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RHYTHM
Objective:

To identify the difference between simple and

complex duple and triple meter by playing a variety of
percussive instruments, while singing, giving proper
accent to primary beat in 2 and 3 and primary and secondary
beats in 4 and 6 (e.g.,0 , d ,

d*, d,•{'"and corresponding

rest symbols).
FORM
Objective:

To identify phrase structure in songs to be sung and

in short instrumental compositions containing at least
three different phrase lines by singing each phrase as
asked by teacher and by following the phrase while either
singing or listening to instrumental recordings which
correspond to the music written in the textbook.
HARMONY
Objective:

To identify harmony of a simple instrumental

composition by playing classroom instruments following
simple notated scores that contain two or three part
harmony and demonstrate

ability to identify harmony by

correctly playing assigned harmonic section.

Summary
The above list of behavioral objectives for the activity of
reading represents a sequential and developmental growth pattern
toward the realization of the general behavioral objective.

This

list of objectives was submitted to the panel of authorities and from
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their ratings of these objectives it was found that nineteen items
received all one's, one item received a rating of one and two, and
one item received a rating of one and two two's.
the authorities was recognized.

The opinion of

Analysis of those items given a

rating of two indicates that:
All three of the behavioral objectives could be categorized
as being in the cognitive domain
One of the behavioral objectives was in the kindergarten
group with two in the second grade group.
The following table is a summary of the panel ratings for the
behavioral objectives in the activity of reading.

TABLE 6
RESULTS OF THE EVALUATION BY
THE AUTHORITIES FOR READING

Behavioral Objective

Authorities

1

2

3

4

5

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pitch

1

1

1

1

1

Duration

1

1

1

1

1

Intensity

1

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

1

1

READING
General Behavioral Objective
Kindergarten
Mood
Tone
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TABLE 6 - Continued

Behavioral Objective'

Authorities

1

2

3

4

5

Melody

1

1

1

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

1

1

1

Form

1

1

1

1

1

Harmony

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pitch

1

X

1

1

1

Duration

1

1

1

1

1

Intensity

1

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

1

Melody

1

1

1

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

1

1

1

Form

1

1

1

1

1

Harmony

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

1

Pitch and Duration

1

2

1

1

2

Intensity

1

1

1

1

1

Quality

1

1

1

1

I

Grade I
Mood
Tone

Grade II
Mood
Tone
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TABLE 6 - Continued

Behavioral Objective

Authorities

1

2

3

4

5

Melody

1

2

1

1

1

Rhythm

1

1

1

1

1

Form

1

1

1

1

1

Harmony

1

1

1

1

1
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CHAPTER V

SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The major concern of this study was the development of a set
of behavioral objectives that could be used in the teaching of
music to primary grade children,

behavioral objectives that would

allow for more individual: growth based upon individual differences
which

would

allow

each child to grow at his or her own rate.

In

this connection, four subproblems were investigated:
To obtain information regarding the importance of teaching
to primary grade children.
To review the materials available for the teaching of
music to primary grade children.
To review and develop behavioral objectives that would
permit individual as well as group growth and participation.
To select a committee of authorities in the field of
music education who could review the objectives and evaluate
them as:

(1) worthwhile, (2) of some worth, and (3) of no

worth.
The problem was approached by surveying the literature relating
to the teaching of music in the primary grades and to the writing of
behavioral objectives.

Both problems were approached by the review

of several authorities in both teaching and the writing of behavioral
objectives.
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The behavioral objectives were written for each of the six
musical activities (two of which were combined, listening and
moving), and subdivided into kindergarten, first, and second grades.
Further division was made under each of the grade levels by the use
of the six intrinsic values of music.
The behavioral objectives were written with the purpose of
growth from the simplest form of musical expression to more complex
according to the grade level.

Also, every attempt was made to keep

each intrinsic value in the above mentioned matter so that the
overall objective, which was a part of the introduction of each
chapter, would be the outgrowth of the three years of musical
training.
The behavioral objectives were then sent to the five
authorities with the request that they evaluate them according to
the criteria mentioned in previous chapters.

The results of their

evaluation can be seen on the tables in Chapter III, and summarized
as:
Behavioral objectives can be written for the teaching
of music to primary grade children.
Those objectives which were rated as two (2) were
noted as being too difficult for the age level and in most
instances suggestions were made as to their simplification
for full value and worth.
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As a result of this study the writer would like to make the
following recommendations:
Behavioral objectives should be written for the teaching
of music to primary children because:
They allow for individualized growth
The child is

aware of the behavior expected for growth

The behavior

expected is observable

andcan be evaluated

Specific direction can be given for each of the musical
skills.
Behavioral objectives
they are of worth

such as these

not only to the child,

arean indication that
butalso to the

teacher of music as they remove the question of subjective
evaluation and observation.
That a program based upon the use of behavioral objectives
be instituted in at least three elementary schools along with
the other methods of teaching music and a final evaluation of
the effect be made for comparative study.
Follow-up studies should be made to see how much in-depth
the use of behavioral objectives can be of value in the teaching
of music or if they are only of value for specific music
skills.
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APPENDIX A

Post Office Box 53443 OCS
Lafayette, Louisiana 70501
March 5, 1975

Dear
The enclosed behavioral objectives have been forwarded to a selected
number of music educators with expertise in early music education. You
have been selected as one of these. The behavioral objectives are a
part of a study made to determine if behavioral objectives can be
written for the teaching of music to primary grade children. They are
written for kindergarten, first and second grades.
(They can also be
used for the first, second and third levels of early musical training).
The results of this study will be used as a doctoral dissertation at the
Louisiana State University.
The behavioral objectives have been written for each of the six
activities of music (please note that moving and listening have been
combined) with the intrinsic values of music being the specific goal
of the objectives written for each of the three levels. These are
suggestions toward the writing of behavioral objectives and are not
meant to be all-inclusive of a total music program.
Because of your leadership, experience, and interest in early music
training your evaluation with respect to the significance of the various
items is most important to this study. You will note on the information
page attached to the behavioral objectives, the criteria of evaluation
and the method you are requested to use in your reaction to each of the
objectives. Space has been provided for your use if you wish to make
any "write-in" items, comments or criticisms.
I hope that you will feel
free to do so should you desire. Your comments will be most appreciated.
Your cooperation and participation will be greatly appreciated.
Sincerely yours,

Elbert E. Morton
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APPENDIX B

INSTRUCTIONS AND INFORMATION FOR EVALUATION
The Development of a Set of Behavioral Objectives
In the Teaching of Music to Primary Grade Children

The behavioral objectives have been written for kindergarten,
first and second grades, but can also be considered for the first,
second and third levels of musical training.

They are not intended

to be all-inclusive, they are suggestions toward the development of
a music program which would use behavioral objectives as a method for
both individual and group instruction.
Please note that the first objective stated under each of the
activities is an objective for the completion of the three levels.
Each of the levels have specific objectives leading toward the final
overall objective.

Please note also that the objectives in each

section are cummulative with one specific goal for each objective.
It is recognized by the writer that several or even all of the
intrinsic values of music could be taught at the same time, but it
was the intention of the writer to direct each objective toward one
specific behavior.
The objectives have been taken from the dissertation and the
only changes made has been one of format.
for your ease in reading and evaluation.

These changes were made
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Please mark on the left hand column your evaluation using the
following

rating system:

1 -

(Which indicates worthwhile)

2 -

(Which indicates of some worth)

3 -

(Which indicates of no worth)

It will be only necessary for you to evaluate each objective
by using 1, 2, or 3.

Naturally any comments you wish to include

will be greatly appreciated.
Thank you!

APPENDIX C

LIST OF RECOGNIZED AUTHORITIES IN MUSIC EDUCATION

Mary Alice Cox, Associate Professor of Music
University of Southwest Louisiana
Lafayette, Louisiana
Dr. 0. M. Hartsel, Professor of Music
University of Arizona
Tucson, Arizona
Patty Gammon Magee, Elementary Music Consultant
East Baton Rouge Parish School Board
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
Dr. Wesley McCoy, Assistant Professor of Music
University of Arkansas
Little Rock, Arkansas
Dr. Robert Shambaugh, Associate Professor of Music
Louisiana State University
Baton Rouge, Louisiana
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